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developmental ideas extracted from the body of knowledge for
physical education and sport. Each booklet is intended for uge
by undergraduate majors and practitioners in physical educa-
tion.
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preface
l he information explosion hos hit physical education, Iti

searchers are discovering new links between exercise andN
human physiology, Others are investigating neurological as-I \,
pects Of motor control, Using computer stipulation and other!
sophisticated techniques, blomechanics researchers are Milli
ing now ways 1(1 analyze human movement, As a result of
renewed interest in social, cultural, and psychological aspects1
of movement, avast, highly specialized. body of knowledge
has emurgod,

Many physical education teachers want to use and apply
information particularly relevant to their teaching. It is not an
easy task. The quantity of research alone would require a
dawn to dusk reading schedule, The specialized nature of thy
research tends to make it difficult for a layperson to minim,-
head fully. And finally, little work has been directed toward
applying the research to the more practical concerns o
teachers in the field. Thus the burgeoning body of information
available to researchers and academicians has had little im-
pact on physical education programs in the field.

The Basic Stuff series, is the culmination of the National
for Sport and Physical Education efforts to con-

front this problem. An attempt was made to identify basic
knowledge relevant to physical education programs and to
present that knowledge in a useful, readable format. The
series is not concerned with physical education curriculum
design, but the "basic stuff" concepts are common core in-
formation pervading any physical education course of study.

The selection of knowledge for inclusion in the series was
based upon its relevance to students in physical education
programs. Several common student motives or purposes for
participation were identifieth health (feeling good), appear-
ance-(looking good), achievement (doing better), social (get-
ting along), aesthetic (turning on), and coping with the envi-
ronment (surviving). Concepts were then selected which
provided information useful to students_ in accomplishing
these purposes.

The Basic Stuff project inclUdes two types of booklets.
Series I is designed for use by preservice and inservice

vii
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introduction
IIlis 1014101 is IMO of Ihroo in the Hash(' Stuff Series II

designed III address leachers, parents, and other adults who
may be responsible for implementing physiral education pro,
grams for children, This particular booklet Is for children in
the ",! -11 year-old age range, This introduction explains the
formal used to present the content In the following chapters,
focuses on some crilicill concerns related lo the teaching
process, bind draws attention to `101110 basic ideas about cur-
riculum building which can help you set up the hest program
for the youngsters with whom you work,

Forniat of Chapters

Chapters and Their Contents
The chapter contents of this Series II booklet follow the

same headings as in Series I, You'll find Information about
Feeling Good, Looking Good, Doing Better, Getting bong,
Turning On, and Surviving, each in Its own chapter In Series II
for the age group to which the booklet is pointed, Under each
of those chapter headings' are placed all of the concepts
appropriate for the youngest age group (ranging from 2 V, to 8)
selected from all of the Series I booklets. Thus in this Series II
booklet chapter for Feeling Good, concepts from Exercise
Physiology, Kinesiology, Motor Development, Motor Learn-
ing, Psycho-Social Aspects of Physical Education, and
Humanities are found, all of which relate to helping young
children Feel Goodin and through their movement activities.

The last part of this booklet provides Recommended
Readings to help you locate additional resources to consult for
ideas about further learning experiences for children beyond
the scope of this booklet. Our text is designed to provide you
with a framework or mindset as an access tool for making
sense from the much more comprehensive activity texts and
books available. Its purpose is also to give you some rational,
logical criteria on which to base your own choices of specific
activities taken from these other sources to incorporate into a
lesson.

xi
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Discussion

7

Age Level Subdivisions
The members of this writing team believe very strongly that

21/2 year-olds and 8 year-olds are considerably different from
each other. Ts:vo and a-half year-olds are not challenged by the
same tasks as eight year-olds, do not respond in the same way
to particular pieces of equipment; follow different soc-inl in-
teraction systems and have different feelings of groupness,
react differently to success and failure, and in essence, inhabit
whole different physical, mental, social, and psychological
worlds. Their capabilities are radically different, and their
perceptual and motot-systems are at different stages of de-
velopment.

1:

Types of Space
In developing learning activities as examples of what might

be clone with each concept, this writing team realized that no.
two environments for gross motor activities are the .same.
Particularly at the preschool level, and in many cases for the
primary elementary grades K-3, spaces may be available with
widely disparate characteristics: Outdoor playground areas
(with or without vallous types of large equipment or ap-
paratus); indoo? 'gymnasium spaces (usually well-equ4wed
for games and play activities, but not for dance or gymnastics,
track and field, etc.); a small-or medium-sized ordinary room
with no special equipment at all, or equipment that has to be
moved in or out to make a space for movement .

Each type of movement environment places certain con,
straints on The teacher's choice of activities for children. For
example, the size of the area may dictate grouped activities
rather than an individualized approach. Built -in obstacles of
some sort, e.4., cabinets and bookshelves, may preclude
selection of hihly vigorous-activities for that space..

Activity Appropriateness for Several Concepts
We have attempted to 'select the most relevant concepts

about movement fth presentation to the 21/2 to'8 year-old age
groups from the Bdsic Stuff Series I booklets,- realizing'that
what may be Appropriate and plauSible. for the 21/2 year-old
May not, in a l l Tikelihood, meet the needs of 0108'year:bid. As
we chose the :concepts related to Physiology of Exercise,
kinesiol'ogy, Molor Development, Motor Learning, '

ncl Psycho-Social Aspects of Physical Eciuca-

XV



tion, we found that the learning experiences envisioned did
not fall neatly under single concepts only. Instead one learn-
ing experience could appropriately illustrate several con-
cepts, depending on how the teacher designed and im-
plemented that learning experience. For this reason, we have
indicated a focus for each concept to assist the reader. If, for
instance, the concept was "PERSONAL PROGRESS. Flow
can I change my movement?':, (Doing Better), the-focus for the
learning experiences could be "to increase success and to
discover a child s own unique variations." The focus of the
teacher will depend on the concept selected for presentation
to the children. A focus on the benefits of participation (Why
do I like to move? What are the health benefits?) might set up a
series of teacher questions designed for children to answer
verbally about how movement feels when running; jumping,
etc. An alternative emphasis on these locomotor patterns as a
basis for successful participation in more specialized forms of
movement (games and sports, rhythms.and dance; body con-
trol activities and gymnastics) may find the teacher challeng-
ing children to find ways of running faster, jumping farther, or
leaping higher.

Teacher Responsibilities

xvi

There are three major duties for teachers to discharge:

STRUCTURING
the environment

for appropriate learning

OBSERVING
FOCUSING what children do

attention on what Nit to and within
can be done the environment

4



Structure of the Environment
There are three dimensions to the STRUCTURE of the envi-

ronment: physical, what objects :ire set out; intellectual,
what questioning/prompting skills aro used, decisions made,
goals selected and by whom; emotional, what supporting,
reinforcing, challenging expertise is provided and control
demonstrated.

Physical. Structuring the physical environment means es-
tablishing the widest possible selection of gymnastic or ma-
nipulative equipment to meet the needs of the age group
under supervision. There needs to be something familiar and
something novel within each day's setup to create an envi-
ronment which is both secure but yet offers a challenge for
new learning.

Intellectual. The intellectual structure of the environment
involves utilizing the "right mix" of questioning, task-setting,
and suggests possibilities to children for their movement ex-
periences. Such structure also inclUdes conscious teacher
decisions about Who will make what kinds of choices during
activity lessons and who sets which kinds of goals for perfor-
mance.

Cognitive Responses from Children. Children's memories
operate mainly as motor memories in the early stages of
childhood action rather than reaction. In Piaget's terms, the
children are functioning "pre-operationally," being bound to
direct experience for gathering information and thus for learn-
ing. The child's thinking process is heavily dependent on a
sensory base using experiences with concrete forms: feeling
different textures.; tossing different - sized - balls; seeing various
objects fall; etc. This sensory-motor base Changes to inc orpo-
rate--a psychological-cognitive component as children in-
crease the complexities of their experiences with the world
and concurrently their ;:ability'to make simple abstract
generalizations about,those experiences. According to Piaget,
the crucial element underlying what is learned is what the
child has selected to attend, in other words the "cues" within
the experience. It becoriries very important, then, for teachers
to frequently,use,word cues and labels to help children ih

-these younger age groups (2'/2 -8) establish the verbal-
psychological base to join with their sensory-motorbase:

Complex thinking, including the development of both. cog-
nitive .and affective Meaning, is achieved through planned
instruction to elicit experimentation andsvigOrous' interaction

-xvii



C

with the environment. Skill in concept formation is closely
linked to language acquisition, so the development of a vo-
cabulary of movement is imperative for young children, just
as development of a cognitive language vocabulary is crucial.
Between five and seven years there is a major improvement in
the ability to think with concepts alone (without specific
reference to concrete objects of experiences), and the
teacher's careful, consistent, and frequent use of labels and
language during lessons can help children formulate their
vocabularies in both senses.

Varying Children's Responses. Teachers have several flr-d-
ble alternatives for structuring learning activities to vary chil-
dren's response modes. The advantages of doing this are
two-fold.. First, multiple responses increase the chances of
children really practicIng sufficiently and showing what they,
can do, and second, the teacher has more varied data upon
which to make judgments about children's progress and im-
provement in movement skills.
;...Teachers can plan for children to respond to tasks by doing,

by telling, or by making a permanent representation (a paint-
ing, drawing, or sculpture). Teachers can select a single
sponse mode for each task presented to children, or use
multiple response modes concurrently to draw out several
possible reactions to the same task. To illustrate, children may
create a dance pattern to represent how they,feel about au-.
tumn Jeaves falling from trees; they might describe in words
how the dance pattern felt as they moved or how the leaves
looked as they fell; they could draw or paint a picture to
illustrate their movement patterns or the leaves actually fal-
ling.

Decision-making: Teacher and Child. One step in moving
toward children's independent deCision-making could be for
teacher and children to jointly decide on goals with' specific
standards of performance, the teacher establishingwho meets
the goals and when.. Following this step might be joint
teacher -Child goal setting and joint teacher-child decisions
about when the goals are met, with the children's contri-
butions including learning to measure themselves and each
other to evaluate progress. Completing the move toward child
independence, the teacher could shift to children individelly"
setting their own goals and .then deciding when they each
meet the standards of the goal, thus gradually helping them
learn how to make appropriate decisions, rather than simply
allowing children to make many choices very suddenly with-
out any sort of step-by-step plan for learning the process of
choosing wisely.

17



Children's goals/Teachers' goals. Teachers cannot assume
that their goals are ,lecessarily the same as those held by the
children for a given movement learning experience, particu-
larly for the 21/2-8 year-old. For example the teacher may plan
an activity with the intention of increasing cardiorespiratory
ca.aacities, while the child's goal is simply to feel good while
moving fast. Realizing tbat the teacher and children involved
in a lesson all have individual personal goals within the same
situation may help a teacher think about a lesson from several
peispectives during the planning stages. This capacity for
"multiple thinking" can enhance teacher flexibility and bring
about a greater congruence between teacher's and children's
expectations of final outcomes of a lesson.

Climate of Control:idirect teaching or skilled noninterven-
tion? Thee teacher's primary responsibility of being "in
charge" may take any form from very direct control of chil-
dren and environment at all times to a seemingly complete
non-intervention. When a teacher is in direct control, he
starts or stops all children as a group at the same time, gives
specific tasks with little room for children's judgment or
choices, and generally interacts with the whole group
throughout the.lesson rather than attending to individuals. At
the non-intervention end of the continuum, a teacher may
only plan the arrangement of the environment so that during
the lesson itself children interact primarily with equipment or
apparatus with minimal verbal proMpting from the teacher.
Each .child chooses where, what,- and with whom to move;'
starts and stops himself at will,-and is more independent from
the teacher than in the direct control situation.

For younger children, the skilled non - intervention' teacher
role is often more appropriate, while older children may
respond equally well to either direct or indirect teacher ac-
tions. Of course there are situations for any age group which
will require the whole continuum of teacher behaviors.

Teacher Flexibilit9. There are times when, from one lesson
to another, or during a single lesson, the teacher's Nile will
vary from direct intervention to non-intervention. Achieving.
such flexibility would seem to be a worthwhile goal for a
teacher because it expands' his repertoire of total teaching
skills. As the teaching role chiinges, so does that of the learn-'
ers, particularly with .regard to decision-making. As the
teacher makes fewer spontaneous choices for the whole class,
individual childreri are free to take over that choice.making
for themselves. It is important to remember that teachers need
to prepare children to take responsibility for their own learn-



ing by giving them freedom to make their own choices very
gradually.--

Teacher as Prompter. Teaching young children requires
clarity, brevity, and specificity of tasks, of questions, and of
explanations. Ask a single question, and then permit children
to move or respond verbally. Make one short explanation, and
then repeat, if necessary, after the movement or verbal re-
sponse. The responses children make to these questions,
tasks, and explanations will show a gradual change with age
from primarily motor responses (showing) to a combination
which includes verbal ones (telling) as well. One of the
teacher's major functions is to help children develop a vocab-
ulary which will permit them to-sayhow they can move, why
they move, and how they can move better. It is crucial that the
teacher use words `sto describe equipment, actions, feelings,
and attitudes, and encourage the children to do likewise as
they participate in activities.

Emotional. Structuring the movement environment in an
emotional sense refers to the teacher's responsibility to
maximize success and feelings of satisfaction for all children.
Providing verbal and physital support and reinforcement for
achieving goals or trying hard, or encouragement to try again
and again are important teacher functions in an early child-
hood physical education setting.

Observing Children in the Environment
. r.

Observirg what children do means seeing the-details of the
skills they perform.and how,,they are performed. Observation
is part of, evaluation; in fact, it may be the only way young
children's progress is: measured. Thus it requires very astute
perceptions, not only of what they do but of the emotions
shown while dhing it. Children's emotions are the window to
the way they feel about activity, and how they feel isCrucial to
their total 'development. Only by observing what children do,

yOu prepare theneXtlearntng step, and only by accepting
and respecting` children where they ,are;. helping thetn feel
good about what they do,,,and thalheY ddnot,ha,, e to live up
to The expectations of ` others, can you help them change.
Oedet 'children think in terms Which,permit them to under-
standlthat they can improve a skill by practice, but because
*tilts are'"Ognitive aliens" to the way young children think,
they need to feel that they are fespectedlor what they do and
how they, perform. AO need to be accepted ,for wanting to

. climb. They may need to, be shownthat; in order to be safe,

X X



they need to be able to put tvvo hands on a rung. Being
psychologically safe is of utmostimportance to skill develop-
ment, for safety impels children toward further development:
"try to put your thumb around the rung when you climb the
ladder." Rungs must be small and close enough together to
insure that this is possible. Teachers must observe that the
thumb is or is not around. Children must be helped, not
belittled, into putting the thumb around.

Observation, evaluation, and focus.on children five and
older involves three other dimensions:

1. Did they perform a specific task? Yes? No?
Task: Find a way to get over a line by taking your weight
on your hands.

2. How did they perform the task (quantitative)?
rossible solutions for six year-olds: Bunny Hop,
cartwheel, round-off, and walking on hands.

3. What was the quality of the movement?
Was the cartwheel rhythmical and was the body
stretched?

After each of these questions the teacher/children find ways
to increase the number of children who comprehend and
complete the task, the number who can perfbrm each of the
variety of ways, and the quality of the performance of each
way.

Teachers can make daily notes (anecdotal records) about
the progress or new achievements of each child, can use more
formalized testing processes (can a child perform a particular
task? how far can a child throw? how fast can a child run?), or
can use informal scales to rate a child's performance. A five-
step semantic differential rating may be anchored in contrast-
ing pairs of words and the teacher marks. an X somewhere
between the two words to describe the child, e.g.,

1 5

timid x adventurous
poor sense of balance x good balance
makes little effort x tries hard
disturbs class x socially

well-adjusted

Focusing

The focuS is directed toward what can be done to support,
improve, enhance, and develop emerging skills. That is really

x x i



a two-way street with the teacher focusing on what the child is
doing and helping children to realize what they are doing.

Focusing on what children are doing, which may he very
different ;mai what teachers expect them to do, permits on-
the-spot selection of what can be done safely right now, and
what needs to be done tomorrow or next week to insure
appropriate planning for the next learning step. The teacher's
skills of questioning/prompting need to be very carefully
thought out and professionally used. Open-ended questions
are more successful with younger children and, as the skills of
older children become more refined and their cognitive
abilities develop, more specific questions may be asked:
"Can you find a way other than the cartwheel to take your
weight on your hands?"

Teachers Curriculum Design Tasks

The teacher's role is crucial in selecting, planning for,
presenting, and evaluating learning activities which foster the
assimilation of concepts abput movement. All teachers have
several tasks to accomplish: becoming award of and clevelop-
ing an understanding for the content of physical education;
selecting appropriate content based on the needs of the chil-
dren with whom they work; sequencing the content and
fitting it together in meaningful patterns; planning specifically
for each separate lesson; presenting'the content and. interact-
ing with the children during the lesson; evaluating both ail-,
dren's individual performances and previous lessons as a vital
part of the ongoing process of continuous, progressive plan-
ning and dding.

Teachers may approach these common tasks in different
ways because they are individual people who don't all think
alike, because there are limitations of facilities, equipment,
and other environmeotal _resources, or because they have
planned to reach specific educational objectives. Just a's we

-..suggested some general principles to consider when deciding
.upon appropriate teacher. roles to play' during lessons,, we
have some ideas we'd like to share with you about.Ways 'to
structure a urriculum of physical activities fore' /s -8 year-old
children, a set of guidelihes applicable in a variety o'''situa-
dons'.

Safety First! Clothing and bare feet; equipMent check *pre-
class; equipment setup; apPropriateness of tasks.



Balance Activities' Energy Demands. Rememb.ling from
motor development that, all body systems do not necessarily
develop to the same degree at the same time, teachers should
think carefully about planning a balance of, activities with
different energy demands. Quiet movement experiences
should be alternated with very vigorous ones, and some
periods of total rest should occasionally occur. The relative
amounts of time spent across the 21/2-8 age range will change.
The 2'/2 year-olds need to rest more frequently and to change
fairly often from strenuous activities to quieter ones. Rest and
quiet learning experiences can decrease gradually as age
increases, until 8 year-olds are moving vigorously most of the
time. Not every chill has to rest at the same time during an
activity especially if the teacher sets up the expectation that
it's "all right" to take a few moments to rest on your own and
then rejoin an interesting activity group.

It is also important for teachers to realize that conscious
relaxation is very definitely a skill that helps children learn,
and should be included in your movement curriculum. Learn-
ing first to recognize tension and then to loosen or relax
muscles in various parts of the body becomes not only a "here
and now, look I can do it" skill for youngsters, but a long-term
preventive measure and a built-in positive way to handle
stress later in life.

Balance of activities with regard to energy level demands
should occur within a single lesson, within a series of lessons
based on the same movement theme, and across longer time
spans such as a school year, or even several school years.
Careful attention to this balance can help assure teachers that
they are: providing activities in 'accordance with the concepts

"of exercise physiology as well as motor development.

Balance Types of Activities. A second kind of balance
should be central in a teacher's planning skills: balancing the
content, or variety of activities taught. We've already men-
tioned reasons for ipcluding 'games and sports, gymnastics
and body control activities, rhythms and dance, and free play.
Free play is a particularly important aspecrof the movement
curriculum for this age range, and should be specifically
planned as teachers are considering the content balance in
their programs. Too often teachers think that every moment of
an activity period ought to be pre-programmed. We too 'sel-
dom realize that'children need some time to be spontaneous,
to create their own movement curriculum, ancito design their
own "off the cuff" practice experiences to integrate what has
been learned in short, to PLAY. Adult structuring may be
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required only to the extent of setting aside time for play, with
no other restrictions on the children.

Ways to Challenge Children To Do Better. When building
a curriculum of movement activities, teachers who want to
challenge children to do their very best can gradually increase
the complexity, the duration, the frequency, or the difficulty
level of tasks. Children should be stretched to the limits of
their ever-expanding capabilities without being overwhelmed
by the demands of a movement activity.

An example of making tasks more complex could be prac-
ticing kicking skills alone, practicing with a partner to send a
ball back and forth, working against a Nrtner in keep-away,
and trying to play two-on-two, then three-onsthree, etc. This
situation presents gradually increasing sci8ial interaction
complexities for children to meet. Asking children to re-
member a single task (move in one direction), then two tasks
in combination (first run and then jump), then three or more
tasks (move at two different levels while changing directions
at least once) is another way to increase task complexity. Still
a third way to make tasks more complex is to require different
responses to different stimuli ("move fast When you hear the
bell, but slowly when you hear the drum").

Duration can be increased simply by spending more time
on successive attempts at perfaming the movement task:
running hard for 30 seconds on Monday and Tuesday, for one'
minute the next two days, and for a minute and s' half on
Friday.

Frequency increases are illustrated when children are
asked to do as many "good" sit-ups as they can on one day, to
try to do more the next day; more the next, and so on. Another
possibility is to reqUest more repetitions within a given time
limit: "How many jumps over the rope can you do in 30
seconds today (how many in 30 seconds the next day? is this
more than yesterday? can you try for even more tomorrow?").

Increased difficulty of a task may mean a change, in body
position holding a balance on tiptoes rather thak on the
whole foot, or walking a narrower balance beam or one on,ari
incline rather than a level beam.

Ways to Plan Variety in Your Lessons (Laban's odel).
Another offering we would make to you under the-um rel la of.
curriculum-building strategies is a very strong recom enda-
tion to fully investigate the model provided by aban's
analysis of movement for consciously varying dimen ions of

oi
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movement activities. His four central concepts of SPACE
(where the body moves), TIME (how quickly the body moves),
FORCE (with how much effort the body moves), and FLOW
(with how much control and smoothness the body moves) all
have, within themselves or in combinations with the others,
almost limitless possibilities for flexibility and variation in
lesson planning.

Of course we don't expect you to bean expert in applying
Laban's concepts about movement. If you decide that his
ideas are worth investigating further, some of the resources
listed in Recommended Readings at the end of the booklet
give a full explanation of concepts, terminology, and exam-
ples 'needed for applying his concepts in teaching-learning
situations.

Teacher as Ongoing Curriculum Designer. The last point
the writing team would like to make is that your own work in
the teacher's role of curriculum builder and lesson planner is
perhaps the ultimate test of the value of this series. We can
help you get ready for that work in several ways, but it's up to
YOU to go beyond any suggestions provided here to become
truly self-directed in curriculum planning actions.

In the following chapters you'll find specific examples of
activities or movement patterns appropriate for various en-
vironmental contexts and for the subject matter contexts of
games and sports, rhythms and dance, body control and
gymnastics, and free play. These activities are merely samples
to illustrate the wide range of available possibilities. You may
be primed to devise your own personal variations or exten-
sions of the sample activities as you read_and react to the ones
presented here:

Although there are no blank spaces on the pages for you to
jot down your own inspirations under the headings of Learn-
ing Activities, How Teachers May Use These Activities, ,and
How Children May Respond, we suggest you keep a small
notebook with this Series II booklet to correspond with par-

, ticular suggested activities of your ideas, (or all the variations
you 'may choose to use in teaching, and which your children
may generate by' responding. For instance, if your activity
were to generate.all tile possible "GO" words, the children
may have.suggesfions such as "whoosh," "squirm," or f'hus-
tle" to augment the names of locomotor and non-locomotor
patterns which We haveincluded in the original activity sam-
ples. Your ideas and those of your children are just as valid
and valuable as ours.

xxv
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A Word About "Special Needs" Children \p Your Classes.
Teachers of young children must always,remember that they
are interacting with individuals rather than a group or class,
and that every child has a unique set of needs and interests,
strengths, fears, patterns of success and failure, and self-
image. It is therefore crucial to plan lessons providing a real
range of challenges for children (from easy to difficult). This
may be accomplished by including several different activities,
or using varied apparatus within the same activity, or sending
out more than a single verbal challenge, or in many other

ways.
For the "special needs" child (as defined under U.S. Public

Law 94-142), it is of particular importance that teachers offer
many graduations of activities to balance their-lesson plan-
ning successfully on the tightrope to adequately challenge
each child to his limits and yet remain with the child's
capabilities for achieving strong success patterns while con-
quering worthwhile challenges. Children with mental,
social-emotional, or physical disabilities or handicaps can
experience success or failure, can build an "I CAN" self-
image or an "I CAN'T" outlook just as readily as children who
exhibit no such obvious anomalies. Teachers can make a big
difference in a "special needs" child's reactions to his world.
Sensitivity to student diversities in lesson planning is an excel-
lent place to start building a positive social-emotional and
successful climate for all children, no matter what their
unique pattern of needs.

What follows here is a partial set of general suggestions for
varying the challenges presented to all children in attempting
to meet their respective needs:

1. ENVIRONMENTAL VARIATIONS
a. EQUIPMENT

1. different sizes of balls, bats, or racquets available
2. different things set out on different days
3. different arrangements of the same equipment for

different sessions
4. several heights or steepnesses of inclines rather

than only one.
5. several pieces to hang from, climb on, jump from

b. LOCATION change frequently from gym to play-
groUnd to room

2. EXPECTATION VARIATIONS
a. in number of repetitions of a task
b. in form of the movement response (More or less

refined)



c. in duration'or intensity of activity
d. in number of responses to a challenge

3. INTERACTION VARIATIONS
a. simple task requirements to mare complex
b. simple closed statements ranging to open-ended

questions
c. praise contingent on different responses (trying hard,

being successful the first time, being successful 4X in
a row)

conclusion
t.

We would like to stress the point that the concepts pre-
sented here are merely some of the pieces of a puzzle which
must be put together by teachers and their children. We
realize that all possible concepts relevant to the 21/2-8 year-
old age group could not be included and that another writing
team may have selected entirely different concepts. The con-
cepts and related activities contained in this Series II booklet
are only a small sample of the existing possibilities.

To be able to play the game, dance the dance, or
perform the gymnastic routine with enjoyment, effectiveness,
efficiency, and expression is the major purpose of learning to
move. Discovering how one moves and enjoys movement'
during the younger years is an end in itself, and these are the 4
years of our most concern. To be successful in tennis, equita-
tion, swimming, karate, gymnastics, or dance is of major
concern at later ages. The importance of laying the foundation-
for, these later successes is not to be underestimated, and it
happens during the early years. The MASTER TEACHER is the
one who discovers ways to help each individual young child
find enjoyment, satisfaction, and fulfillment in the successful
performance of the activities of his choice.



foreword
Physical educators are more and more concerned with the

effective development of motor skills, especially in young
children when the motor patterns of sport, dance, and gym-
nastics are established. A body of useful information is now
available from the discipline of physical education. The au-
thors of the Basic Stuff series believe that this knowledge can
and should be drawn upon by the consumer public to aid
teachers in encouraging the growing awareness of children
and adults concerning the importance of motor skills in
everyday life. The proliferation of activities to which young
children may be exposed and the time constraints imposed by
school curricula prod the search for and identification of basic
concepts that underlie these activities so that the most effec-
tive program of movement activities may be presented.

The identification of concepts as an organizing center for
school programs of movement activities is not new to educa-
tion. It is the physical education educators who are slow to
recognize the applicability of this approach to our profession.
Following World War II, some of the physical education
teachers of Great Britain, bored with teaching the same ac-
tivities to a succession of children year after year, pioneered in
their curriculum the adaptation of movement ideas based on
the research of Czechoslovakian-born Rudolf Laban. Two of
the significant outcomes imported to the United States at the
elementary physical education level were Educational Dance
and Educational Gymnastics, both which employ a concep-
tual approach and focus on the development of the individual
student as an individual. This Basic Stuff series booklet at-
tempts to go beyond this approach to incorporate concepts
from other disciplines related to the profession of physical
education as practiced by teachers in public schools.

Such an approach represents a major change in teaching
strategy. Instead of teaching a series of lessons which include
seemingly unrelated activities (such as the games of Four
Square, Captain Ball, Beat ball, or a lead-up to badminton), a
way can be found to identify concepts which, indeed, relate
these separate games in addition to dance, gymnastics, and
aquatics in a way which involves positive transfer from one to
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another. Concomitant knowledge taught in direct congruence

to mo, 'nent activities per se (such as cardiovascular endur:

ance) can be related as well.-Another rice( of this is that many

of these related concepts have direct application in the class-

room. For examplepwhen studying the cardiovascular system,
students can learn to take their pulse at rest, and then go tb the

gym for strenuous activity,Aafter which they recheck their .

pulse to note any differences. While the major strength of this

curricular strategy istheinvolvement of pupils in the thing
process, this fact presented oneof the major frustrations fdr

this team: young children do not think in concepts. This
aEtility develops over the age span of 21/2. 8 years, to the pOint

where the utilization of concepts during the latter years be-

comes realistic. The younger children do and then think; they

then begin to think as they act; finally they can precede their

action with thought. Our ,knowledge of child, development,

and specifically of motor deyelopment, dictates that teachers

can no longer expect all children to perform the same skill in

the same way at the same time.. It is ,educationally more
significarif that children can either exemplify a concept or skill

by shoWing or explaining. This poses two problems, particu-
larly for noviceyeachers who may not have the experience in

thinking through enough answers, or may not recognize a

new appropriate response when it appears. Teachers have to.

learn to think as divergently as children. So all the ramifica-
tionS anctoutcomes of the processes and 'products of thinking

and .moving are never, even to the experienced teachers,

totally clear:
We whohave been working with young children know that

they are far more capable thanwe have yet realized. The
challenge is now to develop more capably teachers of young

children.

Maida L. Riggs
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CHAPTER ONE

health

"Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well being and not
merely the absence of disease or infirmity."

Fitness

What does it mean
to me to be fit? I
don't get tired and I
have more physical
power

World Health Organization

Learning Experiences: discovering how the heart and
lungs work.

Games & Sport
Locomotor patterns
With or without equipment
Over prolonged periods

racing against self/others
circuit training
chasing-fleeing games
dodging hula hoops
jumping rope



Rhythms & Dance
Moving to fast music
Singing games: Looby Loo
Dramatizing being strongi. fast, fit, well, or healthy

Body Control & Gymnastics
Suspension .and support activities
Moving on and off apparatus to music and freezing when .

the music stops
Run, jump, roll, and repeat

or .

Hang, 'swing, drop, roll, spring, and repeat,

NOTE: The setup of the gym, the choice of music, and the
length of the that children are encouraged to perform can be

extremely important to this concept. For the purpose of this

text, the writing team has chosen the following definition:
"Fitness is that state of health which provides children with
enough energy to participate in the rigors of a school day
without becoming unduly tired."

Focus: the vigor of activity.

How Teachers May Use These Activities

Encourage children to move until out of breath, sweaty, hot,

or thirsty. '

Request that children count their breaths.
Ask children to take their pulse.
Discuss why hot, tired, thirsty.
Bring iri pictures of lean, fit children.
Draw circulatory and respiratory systems.

How Children May Respond'

Run until tired; then collapse.
Count another Child's breathing/minute.
Watch pulse of another child.
Say: "Being fit means I don't get tired."
Bring picture of fit child and tell why it was selected.

2



Benefits of participation

'Why do I participate
in physical activity?
What are the health
benefits?

,Learning Experiences: becoming skillful and feeling
good.

Games & Sport
Locomotor patterns

With changes of speed and endurance
Running with short and long strides

tagging
hiding
dodging
fleeing

Non-locomotor patterns with greater range in dynamics
tighter curls
stronger twists
greater stretches

Manipulative activities ,viih increased accuracy and force
tqrget for ball
playground, football
korfball
bowling at pins

Rhythms & Dance
Axial patterns with changes of tempo) quality, and emotions

Expressive patterns
feeling good
doing well

Bin ly Control & Gymnastics
Climbing quickly
Balancing for a long time
Hanging and swinging from different body parts
Sliding fast
Stretching and twisting
Bending and turning.
Spinning on scooter or rope

Focus: feeling good about moving.

How Teachers May Use These Activities
Explain the difference in locomotor-patterns.
Select children moving with different locomotor patterns.
Have children experiment with different axial movements, or

with different emotions.



Sot nut equiPment for balancing, climbing, sliding, banging,

and swinging.
Allow time for children to enjoy what they have learned, to

use the skill in non-structured free play.

How Children May Respond
Show skill: walk, hop, skip, stretch, and bend.
Explain: "Because I want to play games, run fast, learn to

dance, be a gymnast, be healthy."
Say: "Because I want to be skillful and feel good."

4



Individual differences of physical activity and health

Why does physical
activity make`me
feel healthy?

Learning Experiences: exprOssIve body actions, ra

Games & Sport

Rhythms & Dance

Body Control & Gymnastics
These actions consist of the basic bodily ones which can be
built into movement sentences or sequences and pervade
the three categories of movement, The children can acid to
this vocabulary:

Shaking collapsing
Swooping Bouncing
Spinning Creeping
Pattering Stamping
Freezing Quivering
Swirling Twirling

The activities may be performed with a ball, to rhythm, or
on large apparatus.

Focus: how freely children express emotion.

How Teachers May Use These Activities

Suggest a specific word: swirling.
Observe an action performed and select it to be demonstrated

to others.
Ask children to suggest a word which shows how they feel.

How Children Respond
Show joy in moving.
Show enthusiasm and zest for trying new things.
Speak their minds.
Participate to the fullest extent.
Show mature emotions.
Being master of actions; not having to live up to, the expecta-

tions of others.



Feeling good residts from positive selfconcept

What On my body Learning Experiencest knowing what the body can do,

dot Games & Sport

Rhythms & Dance

Body Control & Gymnastics
The body will perform many actions quite naturally. These
actions take place On the feet, hands, or other body parts,
such as shoulders and hips, and form the basic traveling
activities upon which the activities of games/sport,
rhythms/dance, body 'control, and gymnastics are built:

Walking' Jumping

Hopping Galloping
Running Rolling
Skipping Crawling
Stamping Sliding
Creeping

Focus: what the child can do.

How Teachers May Use These Activities

Encourage trying a variety of locomotor patterns,
Praise performance (especially on the hop, skip, and gallop).
Discuss a challenging combination of movement patterns.
Observe which foot leads in the gallop.
Suggest hopping on either foot.

How Children May Respond

Repeat activity.
Make decisions abbut own performance: changing direction

on the hop.
Explain which activities are challenging to them.
Persist in problem solving: hop over a line several times..
Respond with enthusiasm to running and turning.



Awareness of the body ,

Whit do I WI Ku
whon I movot

Lemming Experiences! finding (n11 how lite body
moves, and what senses contribute to its nivement,

Cornea & Sport
I.ocontotor patterns with variations

speedlitg
stamping
hustling
shuffling
creeping
bouncing
wiggling

Non-locomotor patterns with variations
--twisting

turning
stretching

Body parts waking up
Body parts stressed in

controlling equipment
leg in kicking
fingers in releasing

Rhythms & Dance
Recognition and isolation of body parts
Qualities of.movement

sticky, velvety
gooey, smooth
shaking, bumpy
vibrating, prickly -
slow, fast
hard, soft

Emotions for moving
happy-sad-joyful
love-hate-aggression
shrinking
horror-hiding

,withdrawal
protecting oneself
The Rag doll
"If You're Happy and-You .Know. It, Clap Your Hands"
"This Is What I Can Do"
"Put Your Finger in the Air"
Aiken Druth

0 4:



hotly Con Ool $ Grimm Ilc§
Awareness of body balance and shave with eyes shut
Relationship of body parts ,

opoosition,together
Body actions

stillness
aeCeleration
deceleration
"roll over different surfaces

Experiencing tension
Body awareness through touch

rubbing
pressing
holding
exploring With eyes open and shut

locust details of body movement.

How Teachers May Use These Activities

Name body part: "What is it called?"
Explain action of body part: "How does it move?"
Suggest all parts that bend.
Question: "What does it feel like to be upside down?"
Request: "Show me how you move when you are hapj)y."
Name the kinesthetic sense and ask children to shut their eyes

and feel a specific moving part.
Name senses: sight, sound, touch.

How Children May Respond
Show body part.
Name body part.
Find joint that bends.
Explain: "Bending makes it smaller."
Describe feeling in total body or body part: "I feel dizzy."
Experiment swaying when standing with eyes shut.
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The Joy of experiencing movement

Why do I like In runt Learning Experionco%1 finding mit how ti) vrtitik)
inovvhiont showing elevation, vertigo, weipliewiehti,

inioN & Sport
01 reit Hilo sport

running a broken bold
Iribbling a 5414'01 ball
throwing a ball
riding a horse

Rhythms & Dance
Dance mime

ion at the circus
going to a fair
a snowball fight
responding to happy music
making a dance

Body Control & Gymnastics
jumping variations
Skipping variations (with ropes, hoops)
Twirling actions
Running & chasing
Creating a movement sequence
Spinning on a scooter or rope
Sliding and falling

Focus: happy faces.

How Teachers May Use These Activities

Suggest children depict their favorite sport/activity.
Ask children to choose a subject for dance mime.
Set out equipment to evoke jumping with elevation.
State a task which involves a movement sequence: show two

(3- 4- 5)"different locomotor patterns, at least one of which
shows a twist.

Provide apparatus and surfaces for sliding and falling.

How Children May Respond
Guess what the activity is.

-Tell how they knew what sport it was.
Select (individually or in groups) a movement idea and pres-

ent it
Tell what types of movements (strong, weak, sustained, per-

cussive) give the most pleasure and explain why.

10 r)
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Physical activities can help everyone feel good

Why do I WI Alive
when I runt

Learning txperloncoc It/annl olunit 11ndy moos

Comm & Snort

Rhyllum & Dance

Body Control & Gymnastic ti
lite hotly Is naturally divided Into several skeletal zones, A

significant aspevt of fooling good is lied up In being able
I() use areas Of Ihe body In different zones,
Right side
Left side
Front
Back
Upper half of the body
Lower half of the body

Body balance, coordinated movements, and an awareness
of space are dependent upon being able to locate and move
the body parts in these various zones,

Rocking on front, back, and sides
Rolling In different directions and In different body

shapes
Rocking on the hips, back In different body shap6

FOCUS: feeling goOd in general.

How Teachers May Use These ActivItieS

Suggest hopping, skipping, Sliding to the right.
Suggest galloping, leaping with the left foot leading.
State a task: Make a movement sequence which shows a roll,

,a rock, and a roll.
Differentiate between a rock and a roll.

How Children May Respond

Show rocking on different parts of the back.
Show rocking on the hips in a curled shape.
Show a right shoulder roll.
Show the difference between a stretched and a curled roll.

11
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ctIAPTFA TWO

appearance

' L II II

Participant's body "looks good"

What makes me Learning Experiencest feu uNing on eillciont, effective
look goOf (anyone) movenent,

Games & Sport
Agility: run, tiguro
total body aseinbly

jumping
hitting
catching
kicking
throwing

Hand-eye efficiency
catching
hitting, bouncing
rhythm and force in jumping, hitting, bouncing

13
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How Teachers May list, These Activities
q ull opparattisiorgiipittont whit h dentomis total hotly As.
sootily,

Provide tivoirlinoven rhythmic patterns for locomotion,
Quotion why ono throw results In hitting a target and another

(l)os not,
f lain opposition and alternation,

How Children May Respond
show a light/heavy (001 pattern,
Run and jump lightly told quickly,
Solect kl 1110V0110111 Ohl! 100kS heat and loll Why,
loll why ono move Is better than another,
Nitta:» rhytiortic/nonrhythmic hop, skip, slide, gallop,

14



Training for lean body mass

How often and how Learning Experiences: focusing on duration and vari-
long should I ety of activities for whole body.
exercise?

Games & Sport
Warm up of continuous . . .

running, 30 seconds-1 minute
tagging, chasing
freeing

.
obstacle courses

43

41
J

10.#° .11.... 1111.:2 .Jjp............I\t%. .....

\&...."
over hurdle around pole under rope on ,& off box

juTping jacks
windmills

arm; hand, leg, trunk circling

Rhythm's & Dance
Vigorous dances

,"This is The Way the Lady Rides"; "Go
Mountain"

Stimulating music
Marches
"Toreadors"
"The Love of Three Oranges"

' Sousa marches 7
Latin 'rhythms
"Reggae"

Round the

Body Control & Gymnastics
Combining movements,
. on apparatus
on-off
over-under
under -mound
etc.

On floor and repeat on apparatus with a partner
follow the leader
cannon/round
mirroring'

15



Focus: strenuous activity.

How Teachers May Use These Activities
Include strenuous, large muscle activity on a regular basis: at

least 20 minutes/day; 300 calories of activity cost.
Pay attention to activities which involve, the entire body,

especially the upper trunk.
Balance activities to include running, jumping, balancing,

hanging, climbing, rolling, sliding, throwing, kicking,
bouncing, striking, catching.

Tell why activity helps keep the body thin.

How Children May Respond
Move continuously without bumping or stopping.
Explain why it might be easier to move if thin or short or tall or

heavy . . .

Use examples of thin athletes, dancers.

4
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Dynamic form

What makes my skill
look strong?

Learning Experiences: focusing on force and flow

Games & Sport
Obstacle courses
Hurdles: two cones and wand
Use of force and speed in throwing, kicking, hitting
Moving and stopping: kicking, dribbling
Imparting energy: throwing and checking movement

Rhythms & Dance
Ethnic and cultural differences in dynamic form: "Muffin

Man, ". "Carousel" ,
Accents, timing
Repetition: "Row, Row, Row Your Boat"
Phrasing: contrasting locomotor patterns
Music with strong beat; canon form

"Bunny Hop"
"Gallant Ship"

Body Control & Gymnastics
Movement sequence showing changes in speed, force, and

flow; levels and directions
Tension and release contrast on apparatus
Rocking and rolling
Yielding to gravity and overcoming it (resisting)
Rebounding on inner tube, Jumping Jimmy, Hippity Hop

ball
Balancing on "bongo" board, wobbling balance beam
Symmetrical and asymmetrical balancing

Focus: combination of force and flow

How Teachers May Use These Activities

Present specific dance skills which deinonstrate dynamic
form: skip, gallop.

Encourage (with music or drum) a sense of timing and phras-
ing.

Set task: form a continuous marching movement in canon
style using swinging ropes.

Make a specific request for children/a child to set up an
obstacle course.

Present the problem of setting up an obstacle course: what
should it include?

17





Elicit spontaneous cesponses to show how to strengthen arms,
show force, or flow.

How Children May Respond
Experiment with jumping and rolling.
Explainwht makes the body move smoothly.
Beat or clap out rhythmic phrases on floor in movement

pattern.
Create dances.



Body as subject

What can I
experience with my
body?

20

Learning Experiences: reviewing fundamental move-
ments and sensations.

Games & Sport
Locomotor patterns

walking
jumping
hopping
skipping
crawling
sliding
rolling.

Handling objects
Propulsive

throwing
hitting
kicking
blocking

Receptive
catching
controlling with stick, racket, scoop

Rhythms & Dance
Emotions
Force-weakness
Response to pulse, rhythm, phrasing
Shapes, designs, floor patterns
Weight-weightlessness
Vertigo
Speed
Balance
Communication
Sensations.: hot/cold
Being a pilot, skier, ballet dancer .

Body Control & Gymnastics
Balance patterns

standing twisting
sitting rotating
bending swingirig
straightening climbing
stretching

Supporting another person

LA 0



Focus: variety and quality of movement.

How Teachers May Use These Activities

Review how one moves and how it feels to move.
Ask "What parts of your body do you use to.change direc-

tions? "How does it feel to be crooked?" .

Pose problems which involve using ttre arms/knees/ankles/
hips in jumping.

Point out the function of the eyes in balance: "Jump and turn
with eyes closed, what happens?"

How Children May Respond
Imitate the gestures of another child as in the game "Find the

leader."
Investigate parts of the body to balance on.
Experiment with ways of supporting another person.

21



Body as object

How can I be
moved?
How can I move like
something?

22

Learning Experiences: being manipulated; being ac-
tive; being the audience; moving to imagery,

Games & Sport
Beitig a target: Dodgeball
Swinging games: Statues
Partner games: Wheelbarrow

Moving like: snake, wind, clown, skeleton, cloud, snow-
ball, leaf

Falling

Rhythms & Dance
Being a model, an. audience
Dances of imitation

"Thread Follows the Needle"
"Five Little Chickadees"
"How Do You Do, My Partner"
"Gallant Ship

Body Control & Gymnastics
Partner work whi'ch involves

pushing
pulling
lifting
supporting
twisting
spinning
dragging
swinging
rolling
sliding
making a bridge

Focus: how children use each other as objects.

How Teachers May Use These Activities
Device examples: roll like a ball, pencil, corkscrew.
Present ethnic dances which include being swung: "Little

Brown Jug."
Formulate tasks for partners: Make a movement sequence

which involves one support and two other ways of moving
your partner (as in twisting or pushing).
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How Children May Respond
Stretch like a rubber barid then collapse.
Demonstrate how a kite flies.
Make movement sequence: one partner spins the other, both

run, jump, roll, and balance with a partner.
Explain the difference between body as passive object and

active subject.
Tell what an observer looks for.
Guess what a statue looks like.

u 0
24



individual

What makes me
look good?

differences In performance

Learning Experiences: focusing on developmental,
structural, sex, and stylistic differences.

Games & Sport
Movement games of other cultures

Ambos Ados (Puerto Rico)
Rolling/kicking/chasing ball
Combine: rolling/throwing ball over apparatus
Chasing/evading

Rhythms & Dance
Dances of other cultures with music
Music with contrast

slow/bouncy
fast/sustained

Voice sounds
Body noises

click teeth
smack lips
stomp feet
clap hands

Body Control & Gymnastics
Bouncing on Hippity-hop ball
Alternate running-collapsing/falling
Running, jumping, rolling

tlimbing on trestle tree, beam, box, stool
Swinging from rope, bar
Swinging, dropping, rolling sequence

Focus: individual styles of moving.

How Teachers May Use These Activities

Observe energy levels; challenges and preferences.
Select skills to practice, performance to reinforce.
Note type and frequency of play.
Set up for wide variety of challenging apparatus/equipment.
Suggest throwing over trestle tree, under stool.
Provide opportunity for quiet and strenuous activity.

How Children May Respond
Show what makes each person feel good.
Tell why each person moves in certain ways.

25



Set up apparatus/choose equipment to show preferences.
Use equipment in a unique way.
Rearrange equipment to create greater challenge.
Talk about experience or accomplishment.
Demonstrate particular skill.

IM
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CHAPTER THREE

achievement

Locomotor Movements

What ways are there Learning Experiences: varying skills, crawling, creep-
for,me to travel ing, sliding, walking, running, jumping, hopping, rolling, and
from place to placer climbing.

Games & Sport
Giant Steps with cartwheels, rolls, umbrella step, and

worm-like motions
Find as many ways to get into, out of, and around a hoop

as possible
Find as many ways to get over a stretched rope as you can
Follow the leader: when leader (teacher or child) changes a

movement, so must the other children
Experiment with different arm positions when running
Run on toes, with straight legS, prancing, lifting legs high in

back

27



Walk changing directions on each fourth beat, each three,
two, one

Skip forward, backward, and in a circle
Hop over a ball; around it. Find other"ways to get over it
Slide between two lines, first to right and then left

Rhythms & Dance
,

Bea horse- pulling a heavy loao; a circus horse, a polo pony
Mimic the toys in Santa's workshop
Move to the music of "Peter and the Wolf"

Body Control & Gymnastics
One partner lies on the floor; the other finds different ways

of going over and around: bunny jump, cartwheel, hand
sprang

lump from box showing curled, stretched (ball and win-
dow), symmetrical, asymmetrical shapes

Roll from one corner of the mat to the other three and back
to start without repeating the same kind of roll

Jump over a mat and roll baCk
Run around gymnasium (playground), jumping over every-

thing you can
Climb up the back side of a ladder and down its front side
Coffee grinder

Focus: use of actions using total body.

How Teachers May Use These Activities
Select different children to be leaders in games or movement

sequences.
Choose locomotors to combine into sequences: walk, hop,

slide.
Watch for and reinforce unique uses of locomotors (step hop,

grapevine).
Ask about differences and similarities of locomotor patterns

("How is your skip different from your slide?").
Provide opportunities for different locomotor patterns to even

rhythms: walk; hop; run; jump.
Elicit responses for locomotor patterns to uneven rhythmic

patterns: gallop; skip; slide.

28



How Children May Respond

Try own different ways of performing locomotor patterns.
Lead or follow other children when asing locomcktor patterns.
Point out children who are performing locomotorsrcorrectly

or well ("Carlotta, Maria, and Johann have good leaps
they get really high off the floor")..

Describe imagery connectei with locomotors before demon-
strating those locornotors.

-
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Non-locomotor movements

What movements
Can I use when I do
not move from
place to place, or in
combination with
traveling?

30

Learning Experiences: pushing, pulling, swaying,
stooping, stretching, bending, twisting.

Games & Sport
Swaying from standing, kneeling, and sitting positions
From squat position, twist to tall standing position .

Place bean bag on head while in back lying position; come
to stand without dropping bean bag

Lifting partner
One partner in back lying position of floor, with body stiff
Partner places hands under ankles and lifts legs off floor
Or, places hands under shoulders and lifts upper trunk off

floor
Partners stand back to back gripping each other's wrists

over their heads. One partner rocks forward lifting the
other on his back. Partners must be of equal height to
perform this

Lifting a medicine ball from the floor to an overhead posi-
tion

.J

Rhythms & Dance,
Make yourself as tall as a tree

wide as a house
thin as a pin
small as a mouse

Make a movement grow
begird with the smallest part of your body that will bend

.and gradually include the whole body. Repeat as drum

beat becomes stronger, louder or faster
Music can be chosen which helps the children spin, twist,

shake, Vibrate, thus bringing in all axial movements

Body Control & Gymnastics
Move your heachand, shoulder, leg, arm) in as many ways

as you can think of. Can you combine all of these head
movements, bending sideways, forward, and backward

into one movement?
Draw a circular (square, triang'ular) pattern in the space you

'are sitting with one part of your body. Make it as large

(small) as possible
Touch 9oulragers to yOur toes, your knees, your shoulders.

Now take your fingers as far from each of these body parts

as possible
Find three Oils of your body you can twist



Find two parts of your body on which you, can turn or spin
Find a piece of apparatus on which you can show a twist

and a turn

Focus: use of all body parts in axial movements.

How Teachers May Use These Activities

Direct children to perform combinations of 2, then 3, then 4'or
more axials.

Select and position apparatus to elicit axial patterns.
Question children about their axial movements ("Which one

did you just do with your arms?").
Choose rhythm pattern or music for children to respond to

using axial movements.

How Children May Respond

Tell what makes a bend different from a twist, different from a
stretch.

Explain correct or incorrect parts of own performance of
axials.

Design and perform own unique combinations of axial
movements.

Demonstrate and label particular axial movements when
asked.

31



Manipulative

How can I control a
ball?.

32

movements (prehension and dexterity)

Learning Experiences: reaching, grasping, and releas-

ing.

Games & Sport
From sitting, kneeling, standing position, bounce ball

around body, clockwise, counterclockwise (to the right

or left)
In standing position bounce ball in figure eight pattern

around and between legs
Stoop beside ball (or lie down beside it) and begin to pat it

As it begins to bounce, begin to jump and make your
jumps higher and higher

Toss to self while running; skipping, hopping around the

room
Toss to wall and catch while running around the room
Toss over a rope and catch on the other side
Make figure eights among objects or people

Toss over Bounce around

Body Control & Gymnastics
Ball gymnastics

bounce ball to rhythm with right/left hand /alternate

hands
bounce under right, then left leg
toss, catch; toss,,bounce, catch; toss, turn, catch
figure eight with one hand/changing hands

Partner work
each partner has ball; toss and catch each other's ball;

bounce to each other
make ball routine with partner

Focus: use of fingers and hands.



How Teachers May Use These Activities

Ask about games, dances, or gymnastics activities where par-
ticular manipulative actions are important and uSeful.

Note the manipulative actions i unique variations,.;or prob
lens (errors) which children show as they move)

Suggest ways to make the manipulative actions more, difficult.
Make checklists of correct form elements or items for the

manipulative actions and rate each child:

How Children. May Respond

Experiment with several possibilities for varying the perfOr-
mance of manipulative actions.

Cooperate with others when performing manipulative actions
together (throwing and catching).

Find ways to perform manipulative actions in relation to large
apparatus as well as with hand-held objects (throw a ball
over the vaulting horse while going under it).

Make a rhythm pattern to go with a chosen manipulative
action (bounce a ball to "shave and a haircuttwo bits").

33



Complex skills are comprised of locomotor,
non-locomotor manipulative skills, balance and
perceptual motor abilities

How do I put it all Learning Experiences: tracking and anticipating 'h
lOgetheri movement.

Games & Sport
In sitting position toss ball in air, rise and catch when

standing
Repeat from back lying position
Jumping rope and bouncing ball at the same time
Game: "The Moving Wall." Beginning in large space run-

ning (or with any locomotor pattern) or dribbling without
'bumping or losing control of the ball, the space gradually
gets smaller

Juggling the ball with different parts of the body
Throwing the sling ball .
Dodge ball in threes or in twos with one partner against a

wall
Rolling a ball up a hill or inclined plane and catching

Rhythms & Dance
"Glow Worm Mixer"
"Paw Paw Patch"
"Norwegian Mountain March"'
"Bleking"
"Chimes of DunicA"
Working in threes, create a movement sequence showing

locomotor, non-locomotor movement, and a balance

Body Control & Gymnastics
Walk low balance beam and bounce ball; toss ball to self or

to partner
Jump rope on a low balance beam
One partner makera.bcidge and the other crawl- under,

then jumps over
Partners pass on a balance beam or ladder
Using jump rope in locomotor patterns: skip, hop, rebound-

ing (both in place and while moving forward) back-
wards, or sideways

34

Focus: task completion.
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How Teachers May Use These Activities

s'ido, tasks that Involve combinations of skills; "On the ap.

paralos of your choice, find a way to get On using your

hands, make an asyinnu balance, and get off showing

a stretched shape,"
Provide opportunities for lumping, rolling, twisting, and spin.

ning: "Combine these (our words In a movement sequence,
either on apparatus or on a mat,"

Accept the child's completion of a task and respond verbally
to the sequence used. "You did a very nice handstand,
followed by it roll and a scale,"

Staub that the children are to hop on the tap of the tambourine,
twist When they hear the kazoo, and run on the drum beat,

How Children May Respond
Invent movement sequences with a ball and a bar or a balance

beam.
Offer suggestions for parts of the body on which one may

twist.
Comhime run and a turn; bend, spin, stretch.
Perform dances in time with the music.

f



The goal for the skill determines the form of the skill

How does my
purpose affect the
form of my
movement'

Learning Experiences! varying the skill to he appropri-
ate in different contexts,

Games & Sport
Locomotion changes

run fast for springs)
run slower when jogging for endurance
run zigzag when fleeing or chasing (tag games)
jump for height, standing distance, at end of a run (run-

ning long jutim, going up for a catch)
Throw for accuracy, distance, height, kicks, hits (still or

moving targets)
"Call Ball"
"Three Player Keep Away"
Contrast

20-yard run
20-yard zigzag
2q -yard hurdles

Contrast: throw for height/distance
Contrast: jump for height/distance
Contrast: throwing/catching

Rhythms & Dance
Locomotion for expression: 3/4 run, 6/8, 4/4
Twist like corkscrew, winding top, screwdriver
Running with others (Troika)
Locomotors and axials to show

emotions (fear, anger, joy, happiness)
holidays
seasons, weather (autumn, summer, storm, snowfall)
animals (zoo, circus)

Body Control & Gymnastics
Locomotors and axials for control

initiating body motion (jumping, leaping, climbing)
receiving body weight (balances on several body parts)
hands and feet for. hanging, climbing, traveling on to

apparatus, across and off the apparatus
matching a partner's movements (mirroring)
making this rounded shape
holding balance on one foot while changing body shapes
climbing up'and down quickly; slowly

FoCus: effectiveness of movement.
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How Teachers May Use These Activities
Change environments and tasks to elicit differences in to

sponse patterns,
Set out variety of targets, markers, balk, Implements, heights,

and distances of apparatus,'
Question differences In the function of specific body parts for

specific movements: fingers for catchinWreleasing.
Choose children to model who are performing differently;

right and left-hander;
tall/short child;
footwork of child running for fun and one fleeing tagged

fleet.

How Children May Respond
Demonstrate patterns and skill in more than one context,

tagging, being tagged.
Explain how body parts move differently when throwing,

running, jumping, for different purposes:
Tell what the goal is for each activity or task ("I'm trying to

jump far, to throw hard").
Compare and contrast how the body parts move to fulfill

different purposes such as how the arms are kept close to
the body on a spin and go away from the body to stop, how
the arms are used in the hurdle and the long jump.



Factors that affect the learner's ability to selectively
attend

What do I look at
when I catch a ball,
climb a ladder, or
hold a balance/

Learning Experiences: attending to important (Jo:
visual, auditory, tactile,

Como & Sport
Visual CUES

Tossing, spinning, and catching tc,. l self or partner
football
basketball
volleyball

Partners toss and catch two balls simultaneously
Partners bounce and catch two bails simultaneously
Bouncing red, green, yellow, blue balls around, in and

out or through colored hoops
Bounce balls with eyes closed to focus on the sound of

bouncing

Rhythms & Dance
Auditory cues

Walk to the beat of the drum
Shake to the shaking tambourine
Crawl to the scratchy sound of the tambourine
Tiptoe to the triangle
Run lightly to the top of the block
Increase stretch with low to high pitch on the guitar
Decrease stretch with the decreased sound (loud to soft)

of the drum
Hard tap on the tamhoUrine: stop

Body Control & Gymnastics
Tactile cues

Curling toes and fingers around rung of ladder
Usingpalms of hand on the caterpillar or.inchworm walk
Flattening. the back against the frame or stall bars in

hanging.
Rounding the back in the back rocker
Rocking on the abdomen
Rocking on the thighs in a swan
Spotting: Jump with 1/4, 1/2, and,full turn

Focus: selection of equipment which permits discrimina-
tion.

P
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ilow Teachers May Use These Activities
tosikv spocifie request: "Children with a red ball bounce It

around all the roil hoops; children with a blue ball bounce II
into a green hoop,"

Share knowledge: children choose red, slue, green, yellow
In this order,

Asl; why they think this is so,
'RP111111(1 0116'011 to track the ball as it comes toward them,
Provide opportunities for children to tap out rhythms and use

instruments.
Flick spontaneous responses to what sounds make you feel

like moving In what way,
[vend child's ankle, hand, wrist, back on a stretch,
Lot children take their hand In a balance,
Prompt children to spot when they lump around,

How Children May Respond
Speak In their heads; "lump," "Turn."
Experiment with different colored balls for catching, different

size for sound of bouncing,
Listen to sound of bouncing ball.
Set tasks for different color balls and hoops.
Devise ways of using a ball, a hoop, and a cone in a game,
Tell what they feel they cannot see or hear clearly, e.g,, some

mats are the color of the floor and children trip over them,
Explain why rocking on the back is easier/harder than rocking

on the abdomen or thighs.
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Weight transference (dynAmk balAince)

How do I kvvp my
body balanced
whit@ moyinst

Le Andres Experiences' shifting weight snegairly

Gamy* A Sport
flouncing or kicking hall while moving, dodging, slopping,
anti starting quickly, tliffertla pathways, HOW 1)011011

(-Nulling direction suddenly
moving at different speeds, changing speedo at ft bignal
throwing, catching, hitting, kicking with different force
varying force, distance, speed when running, 114M1 Wing a

hall
propelling to a motionless or moving target ("leading" a

receiver)
moving to catch or intercept a throw, a kit k, a hit, a pass

Rhythms $ Dance
Folk anti ethnic dances tising combinations of locomotors

(Norwegian Mountain March: running and step.hop)
Changing locomotor patterns when music changes (walk,

run, skip, hop, lump, leap, slide, gallop)

Body Control & Gymnastic%
Stepping rolling, rocking, back amt forth to travel on floor or

apparatuS
Twisting and turning while traveling (floor and apparatus)
Sequences of rolling, rocking, stepping, twisting, turning

with different (balance on) body parts
On, oft, across, above, below, to the skle, over, under,

through, piece of apparatus
Flight patterns (jumping, leaping, from apparatus)
Making shapes in the air
Carving air pathways through space

Focus: smoothness in motion,

How Teachers May Use These Activities

Watch practices; give feedback on smoothness of movement.
Re9uest refinement of initial responses, repetition, and prac-

tice until ,,rnooth patterns emerge.
Point out apparatus or manipulative objects to encourage

experimentation.
Ask questions focusing on-which body parts were contribut-

ing to the motion and how.
Help children evaluate the quality of their own movements for

themselves.
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Weight-Jmaring (static balance) equilibrium Is attained'
when the center of gravity is over the base of support

How do I hold a still
balance/

C

,,Learning Experiences: maintaining balance.

Games & Sport
Statues (children mold each other's bodies into teacher- or

child-selected shapes which must be held)
Twister game (body parts stretch to touch spofs on floor

over or under other players' arms and legs)
Combative stunts involving pulling or pushing partner off

balance while trying to maintain your own
"Feet off the Floor": child with softball tries to hit anyone

who has her/his feet on the floor
curled positionhands on floor: raise both legs and hold

as long as possible
frOm squat position place'hands do floor, elbows straight;

lift right, then left leg. Replace right; then left
from stand, place hands on floor and raise legs as high

as possible

Rhythms & Dance
Folk or ethnic dances demanding still. balances (Seven

jumps)
Musical chairs (hold still balance of designated kind when

music suddenly stops, maintain balance until music be-
gins again)

Creative dances including stillness alternated with motion

Body Control & Gymnastics
Balancing on different body parts

, high and loW
small and large basis Of support
upright and inverted positions (

Rocking, rolling, stepping into still balances, rolling out and
into another balance

Partner 1:91ances (partial weight-bearing of other py-son)
Moving oh apparatus,to music, stopping to hold a balance

when music stops,
Still balances into rolling or stepping as safe ways to recover
Experiment' with different foot positions on landing from a

jump: together, apart, sideways, one in front
Roll and spring out; come out in stride position or into a

balance
Swing and drop to a balance
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Focus: holding a really still balance

How Teachers May Use These Activities

Label body parts bearing weight during still balance.
Suggest experimenting with narrower or wider base of sup-

ports while practicing a movement.
Challenge children to balance wider (base of support), higher.
Ask which body parts are supporting, which are being sup-

ported, how to change from one still balance to another one
with the least motion in between.

How Children May. Respond

Answer questions about supporting body parts, non-
supporting ones.

Try changes in base of support, alignment of body parts being
supported, to experience near and actual losses of balance.

Invent new balanced position, alone or with others.
Point totsupporting body parts when others are balancing.
Predict in which directions others will lose their balance

when they recover from the still balance.
Modify body shape after losing balance from still positions

several times.
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The body can

How do I move
differently in a turn,
'a cartwheel, and a
roll?

46

rotate in 3 planes

Learning Experiences: practicing movement in each
plane.

Games & Sport
Running and turning to catch balls
Scooter boards ;

bending and stretchingbody parts while spinning and
twisting

running and sliding to rotate in different directions

Rhythms & Dance
Ethnic or folk dances with spins and turns
Basic square dance step in teacher-designed sequences

(swing partner, do-sa-do, ladies' chain across, swing
corner, do-sa-do corner)

Creative dances with turns and spins, with body parts in
different relationships (close together, farther apart)

Turns, rolls, and feet-hands-feet patterns to music of varying
tempos (very fast, very slow)

Body Control & Gymnastics
Flight off apparatus

jumps and turns
jumps and spins
jumps and flips (somersaults)
changing body shapes during flight

Taking weight on feet=,hands-feet patterns (roundoff,
cartwheel . ..)
stretching and bending body parts while doing so

Variation in rolling
changing speeds
different directions (forward, backward, diagonal, for-

ward over shoulders, sideward = logroll)
bending, stretching body parts
on floor (mats) to- apparatus

Sequences of rolls, turns, feet-hands-feet patterns
teacher- or child-designed
on and off apparatus, across, through ... on with a turn,

off with a roll, over with a stretch, under with a bend ...
on floor, on apparatus, or combination of floor and ap-

paratus space

Focus: an efficient relation of the body in all thlwe planes.

rf ,-)
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How Teachers May Use These Activities
Question about use of head, hands, and arms to aid spinning

and turning.
Design apparatus setup to elicit rolls, turns, and 2 feet-hands--

-feet-patterns.
Challengeal-Wren to roll, turn, or do feet-hands-feet pattern

slowly, then quickly repeat -the same patterns. ,
Call attention to children exhibiting varlatiOns-irt_use of body

parts to turn or spin more slowly, more rapidly.
Develop movement sequence problems focusing on children

discovering relationships between position of body parts
and the effect of spinning and turning.

How Children May Respond
Create sequences using a range in the dynamics of mo-

tion(slow-- fast).
Experiment with different dynamics of the same movements

("spinning faster this way, slower this way").
Analyze anothyr child's movements, labeling them according

to the axis of rotation used ("which way is Jason spinning,
turning, rolling?").
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. -
Force Is needed to produce or change motion

How do I make Learning Experiences: moving trivsef and other ob-
mysekf or something jects.
move?

48

Games & Sport
Manipulative actions

Throwing and catching medicine ball
Ball at rest. Begin hitting it until it begins to bounce
Make it bounce higher and higher

Bounce ball and turn around to catch
Toss higher, bounce, and turn twice to catch ball
Toss and let bounce; repeat letting it bounce twice, then

three, four, and up to ten times. Note changes in height
of toss needed and force applied

Toss ball against the wall and let it bounce once; repeat
and let it bounce two, three, four; and up to ten. Note
angles_of toss and amounts of force peeded

Rhythms & Dance
Creative dances using contrasting imagery-(strong and light

moves)
Features in wind
Heavy piano that doesn't want to be moved
Clouds floating, thunder cloud coming fast
Snowflakes vs. hailstones
Creative dances with jumps and hops imagery (Mexican

jumping beans)
Kangaroos, rabbits, circus tumblers, and trapeze artists

Jump...
over a fence
across a stream
to touch a cloud in the sky
over the moon
into and out of a ditch
like a basketball
like a ping-pong ball

Body Control & Gymnastics
Partner work with balancing and taking part of other per-

,
son's weight
Still balances, moving balances
Traveling while bearing part of partner's weight

Movement sequences involving quick and slow combina-
tions of movements, forceful and soft moves



Track and field activites: long jump, high jump, triple jump,
shot putting, throwing

Seal slap (slap hands after push off from mat)
Jumping into hoops
L-sit against wall
Jumping over rope

Focus: use ,of force to create motion.

How Teachers May Use These Activities
Graduate the difficulty level of tasks (shorter to longer imple-

ments, targets closer to farther away).
Push for refinement and range of dynamics in the movement

responses.
Balance the tasks among games and sports, dance and

rhythms, body control and gymnastics.
Question children aboutforces needed to throw far, jump

high, and which body parts produce the motion.
Question how they changed their toss/bounce to let the ball

bounce ten times.

How Children May Respond
Assist each other by giving feedback and helping to refine

movement sequences.
Work together to create dances or movement sequentes.
Name body parts contributing to major action when balanc-

ing or manipulating objects.
Explore lots of ways to accomplish the manipulative actions,

and,persist in trying more and more ways to apply force to
own body and objects (propulsion).



The movement path of an object is determined by its
\ speed of rotation and projection velocity

How can I hit a
target with a ball?

50

Learning Experiences: placing a ball where and how
you want.

Games & Sport
Ball skills (throwing, striking, kicking)

against floor
against net
against wall
up a hill

Roll, toss, bounce, throw (overarm, underarm, sidearm)
over, under objects before bouncing off walls, on floor
with spins from hand twists (to right, .left, sideways,

topspin, backspin)
with spins by contacting off center (hit under, above

center of ball)
using hand, foot, paddle, racquet, stick
varying forces and degrees of spin
using targets (or accuracy
vary distance, force, direction 9f propulsion
back spinning a hoop so it will return
spinning a ball to go right, left, or return
toss ball to wall and jump over after first bounce; repeat

after second, third, fourth, etc.
roll a hoop or tire

Body. Control & Gymnastics
Jumping from apparatus

using different forces
varying'iengthidistance of jump
varying height of jump protecting body from apparatus to'

apparat\us
using different body .parts to push off
doing "flits" onto soft crash pad going forward, back-

ward, sideways
rolls (forwat , backward)

Taking off fro springboards
bouncing bo y into the air

\

making different body shapes in the air
varying angle4 of take-off

I

Focus: efficient movement when spinning or projecting
objects.



How Teachers May Use These Activities
Emphasize. resilience of knees, hips, ankles for soft landings,

extension of legs for take-offs.
Set up apparatus at varying heights, distances, from other

pieces or from landing areas.
Provide wide variety of sizes and textures of balls, bats, pad-

dles, stick, racquets.
Give feedback on unique variations from each response.
Probe with question's to lead children to predict effects of

spinning the ball or hitting it off center ("where will ball
bounce to if you twist it like that? Why does it do that?")

How Children May Respond
Find ways to spin balls to right or left, with top-, back-, or

sidespin.
Discover body actions that help child bounce on springboard

or as far when jumping for distance.
Help each other by sharing movement patterns that spin balls

or make them bounce in particular wayswork on match-
ing other child's methods of spinning or bouncing balls

Backspin hoop and jump over it; roll through it.

7
I 4;
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Specificity of Strength Training

Which muscles dot Learning Experiences: concentrating on one body part

want to make to become stronger.
stronger? Games & Sport

Move the muscles I move . . . three times (each child
becomes a leader)

Pulling, pushing, lifting, boxes
Locomotors up and down inclines or hills
Arm wrestling
Leg wrestling
Combative stunts (pull partner off balance while standing)
Irkdividual stunts ("coffee grinders")
D stunts ("Chinese getup" back to back arms linked,

ris from sitting to standing position)
Toss medicine ball to self
Twister: front bridge to back bridge

Rhythms & Dance
Folk or ethnic dances with jumps and leaps ("Highland

Fling")
Creating,danc s of strong movement ("work," "mechan-

ical parts," " achines" themes)

Body Control & Gyp nastics
Hanging or climbin on ropes
Swinging from arms

, Pulling body high levels .7 apparatus
Pushing body upward from floor
Stretching against resistance
Holding partners while balanci ("Angle Balance")
Curling body parts against resista ce

Focus: gaining, individual muscle strength.

How Teachers May Use These Activities
Show muscle charts of body.
Name muscles.
Describe locationssimple form.
Sequence tasks so that all muscle groups are used.
Request children to show strong, heavy motions.
Select activities which have many repetitions (perhaps allow

for many turns to try . ..).
Choose tasks that gradually require more effort to perform

(can you lift this new box today?).
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How Children May Respond
Draw pictures of muscles moving body.
Improve own ways of swinging, hanging, then pushing, pull-

ing ...
Show different ways to jump, leap in dance context.
initiate own versions of combative.
Tell which muscles feel tired, which ones need more work.
Devise exercise for a specific muscle group.
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Relaxation

How can my body
"let/tum loose?"

Learning Experiences: conscious body relaxation.

Games & Sport
Who can be the tightest spring?
Twist like a corkscrew?
Unwind/unravel like a yarnball?

. . . other imagery related to showing contrast between
tense/tight, and loose/relaxed muscle

Practice ballistic motion (e.g., throwing kicking, striking
with a long follow-through)

Drop down to floor (at the end of any vigorous game)
Lie down in cotton to breathe deeply, float like a cloud, etc.

Rhythms & Dance
"Flappy and Floppy the Ragdolls"

dance like a puppet on strings
be pulled upward to tiptoes and collapse completely to a

puddle or greasespot on the floor
"wiggle and shake" (vibrate body parts as fast as possi-

ble, release tension at sound)
swing arms and legs to music

Body Control & Gymnastics
Slow, deep breathing, standing high, sitting tall, lying long
Hanging on apparatus from various body parts
Swinging on apparatus with long, loose arcs /
Listening to your breathing
Making yourself heavy when lying down

Focus: on signs of tension such as facial expression,
hunched shoulders, fists.

How Teachers May Use These Activities

Call attention to contrasts between tight and loose.
Check relaxation by lifting hands, knees, elbows, feet (flop-

piness).
Observe non-verbal signals of tension when in free play situa-

tion or between more formal activities (fingers in mouth,
twisting hair).

Develop muscular tension (tenseness) in activities grad sally.
Release muscular tension in activities gradually.
Illustrate tension and relaxation of a muscle (e.g., biceps)
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Compare and contrast feelings from within, from outside ("it
feels hard when you touch it," "I feel droopy on the in-
side").

Find large rubber bands or inner tubes which children may
use in a dance.

How Children May Respond
Imitate leader whose muscles get tighter and tighter before

releasing tension.
Point to Others who are tense/relaxed or to part of body that

looks tense.
Invent own imagery for being tense, then relaxed.
Isolate body parts to tense and relax.
Hold body tensely curled when picked up by teachers.

NOTE: What do we mean by "conscious relaxation"? And
what does this concept mean to young children? If the mus-
cles of the body are intentionally contracted or stretched,
much js a rubber band is stretched, then the opposite, con-
trasting concept of "letting go" can result in released tension.
Relaxation skills are a necessary antidote to some of the
child's stress in living in an adult society.
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Satisfaction

Why does reaching
my 4oal make me
feel good?

re' ults from attaining goals

Learningtxperiences: trying to reach teacher-selected
and self-selected goats,

Games & Sport
Cooperative games: Infinity Volleyball, Earthball
Hitting, throwing, and catching with a partner or small

group
Locomotor relays (shuttles, pursuits, circles)
Team games r.).

net games (manipulative-skills)
running games
batting games

Propelling, receiving, manipulating on the move (alone,
with others)
controlling self (dodging,- cutting, stopping,, starting)
'moving with others through space (teammates, oppo-

rients)

Rhythms & Dance
Locomotors, axials, manipulative skills in time to music,

jumping rope; bouncing, tossing, catching balls; sliding,
skipping, hopping, walking, ruyining (-1- stylized versions)

.. ,

Body Control & Gymnastics' . .

Climbing, swinging, hanging, traveling, axial movements
: , to match a partner

to copy a partfter
to lead ,a partner
to mirror a partner ,

to maintain the shape of a groUp
sirnply for having fun ;

I. ,
, .

t
Focus:

,
having fun and achieving-at the same time:

)

r : -. How Teachers May Use Tiese Activities .c.

Discuss with children ways to h vefur! during activities.
'Focus on helping children to' understand what they ',ac-

complish, achieve, attain, an do themselves. :

Provide 'opportunities for doing,things together as well as

m p
alone, for talking about

ns. ,

gs and accomplishrnerits as
well as doing the

tN,

bvernent

/ .

I.

N
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How Children May Respond
Select favorite ways to move.
Choose most liked balls, implements, apparatus, place 'to

work.
Tell about feelings when experiencing success and failure.
Experiment with changing goals to match performance realisti-

cally, and performance to match goals.
Describe how pers9nal goals (or group goals) were achieved

and the resulting feelings.
Repeat preferred activities,
Change preferred activit.- more success.

i.
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Goals need to be realistic

How can I learn to Learning Experiences: improving the match between
predict how well I predictions and performance.
can do?

Games & Sport
Partner challenges with axials, locomotors, manipulative

skills (both do, then compare with prediction, not per-
son)
Can you do what you say you can do?
lurrip and turn about?
How high can you ... (leap and land softly)?
HOW far can you... (kick a ball)?
How hard can you throw?
How accurately can you :
How fastcan.you ?

Tag. games ("I will catch 3 people")
Side or team chase games (Crows and Cranes) ("We'll get

4 more this time")

Rhythms & Dance
Creative dances using imagery (sctilmbling eggs; frying .

bacon, popping popcorn, floating balloons)
describe your dm-Ice
do your dance

Plannins, and creating dances to familiar music (each child
or small grOup telling about their performances)
use locomofors
try axials
combine locomotors and axials

Body ContrOl & Gymnastics
'Movement sequences using hanging, traveling, swinging,

climbing, any corrik-t4v,tions (children make these up,
alone or in groups, the movements or day them)

Select heights to climb to, -jump from, balanCe on ,
Focus:' getting closer to your predictions about perfor-

,- mance.

How Teachers May Use These Activities \
Guide children toward setting and attempting to meet their \,

own goals:. . ,,

Suggest 'pattern...for predicting performance, trying a task,
evaluating achievement, setting new goals. )

Ask who can do a cartwheel.
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Providv-opportunities for children to tell what a goal is and to

explain what it means to them to have a goal.
flicit spontaneous re-sponses: "That was a fine climb up and

clown the ladder, how could you make it more difficult?"
Present problems such as those used irr circuit training and

have each child change elch problem to fit his gOal.

How Children May Respond
Name the specific goals they are trying to achieve.

Predict own performance limits (how high, how far, how

much).
Modify group-derived goals to challenge own individual

capabilities.
Share predictions of goals and actual achievements with

others.
Discuss how to make goals realistic for themselves.

Watch others try a task after hearing their predictions and
evaluate the results (did /did not achieve goal; why/why

not?).
Select own equipment or group to work with or movement

patterns when given choices.
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Personal progress: quantitative, qualitative

How can I improve , Learning Experiences: becoming mora accurate, fas-
my movernentst ter, stronger, smoother . . .

.
iGames & Sport

Locomotor races for distance in given time, or given dis-
tance for faster times
around/across room .

around 2 pieces of apparatus
Acid own variations when tagger in a game

holding on to body part, with hands clasped behind back
teacher tosses ball/hoop into air; children hit or go

through it with their soft (sponge) ball
children walk around space keeping ball/ballOon in air

with hands, stick, racquet
Target accuracy (still and moving with other people) for

throwing, kicking, sending, rebounding ball on different
Parts of body (with head, knee, shoulder, elbows)

Rhythms & Dance
Make up own dance steps and gestures to familiar music

("Turkey in the Straw")
Repeat basic movement pattern varying gestures, floor pat-

tern, pathway, levels, and body shape to repetitive music
(Ravel's "Bolero")

Folk dances with varied rhythms ("Seven Jumps") or in-
creasing tempos ("Hora")

Creating own dance steps, rhythmic pattern to show quality
of movement

to.

Body Control & Gymnastics
Hanging, climbing, swinging on apparatus to help develop

good body alignment
Upright and inverted balances, changing shapes and/or

Lody pats used for support, moving to/at different levels
Creating eight bearing movement patterns with others

travel ir,7' onto, on, and off pieces of apparatus
Moving froM floor to and from apparatus by stretching and

bending
Pushing nff apparatus with feet and hands for greater height,

distance, and speed to help strengthen the arches of the
feet and hands

Focus: quantAative and qualitative changes in movement
patterns.
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How Teachers May Me These Activities
Set up stations to practice several single skills,
Repeat activities to allow review and improvement.
Collect data On children's Improvements in several se-

quenced lessons.
Present problerm; based on changes In distance; speed,'accu-

racy, endurance, or Laban's four elements of movement,
State individualized, progressive goals for similar tasks,

How Children May Respond
Predict perfoMiance improvements (can run 1/10 second fas-

ter).
Re cord evidence of getting better (jumped over rope 10

times).
Share feelings about getting better ("I feel stronger").
Describe areas of specific skills improvement ("I pushed

harder with my toes").
Experiment with movement variables subject to change

use of space
how quickly one moves
variations in effort expended
dribbling among other children without bumping or losing

control
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Comparing with others

Now can I move like Learning Experiences: im)Iiiting 0(411(411s of move-
others, dIllerent molt lhat make people move the same or differently,
(rum (Oberst

Games & Sport
Locomotion comparing with others

accuracy (hopscotch)
&Stance (races for endurance).
correct form (partner describes)
speed (races) you perform

Non-locomotion/axials with others
vary gestures, body shapes, body parts moving

Manipulation with others
leader-follower games
matching farther, longer, higher, faster, more
target games comparing accuracy
throwing, kicking, sending with other body parts

Rhythms & Dance
Moving in pairs, 3s, 4s, Troika, Schottische for 3
Changing shapes, directions, levels, pathways on accented

beats
Matching the music and a partner's moves

Body Control & Gymnastics
Movements matching other

ev -4 mirroring (frontfacing)
e%a.. matching (side by side)
e):1.ct copyirv' (front to back)
e,oct canon tround) (1st, 2nd)
plriormed on floor, on apparatus
doing opposite movements (me high, you low)
changing !eve!, speed, direction, body shape
you go first, the,, I match: climbing, hanging
balancing alone, together

Focus: m ivement comparisons.

How Teachers May Use These Activities

Question about likeness/difference in children's movement
patterns.

Ask for original movement sequences to be copied.
Point out similarities and differences of sequences.
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(lid /lenge to perform exat Ily panne', differently from
p.trIner,

label movement variations

How Children May Respond
rxpIdin how moving the same or differently feels ("it was easy,

hard").
Compare 'performance with others ("iohn threw higher, I

threw faster").
Cooperate with others to match, mirror, or copy.
Analyze own unique patterns ("I always like to go fast").

0
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Controlling aggression

Why do I wellil to hit Learning Experiences: dkcovoring the limits of force,
m10114181 Games & Sport

Bogey Ball
teacher rolls ball to other end Of gym, children try to beat

it
roll hoop and try to run through it, throw hall through, roll

through
juggling to keep ball in the air
tapping the hall into air with alternate hands
jumping the shut
hatting a ball off a tee
kicking/throwing a ball against the wall
kicking/throwing for distance
double Dutch, double Irish (rope jumping)
Tether Ball

Rhythms & Dance
Creating a dance showing aggression
Showing contrast

stomping/prancing
punching/recoiling
exploding/recovering
bullying/cowarding

Body Control & Gymnastics
Shadow boxing
Punching a hanging ball, jumping on a crash pad
Racing on scooters
Twisting on a Twisterboard
Balancing on a balance board
Moving with control throughout the apparatus

Focus: channeling aggression into constructive action.

How Teachers May Use These Activities

Use music which contrasts heavy/light, angry/happy.
Set up zigzag course for running, tricycles, or scooters.
Organize group games which demand cooperation.
Provide individual ropes for jumping the rope: child doubles

rope and swings it under his own feet.
Discuss possible ways of channeling or controlling aggres-

sion.
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How Children May Respond
('rush a balloon by stomping on I.
Kick, hit at air,
hlincic a fight they saw.
Prvitincl being hit.
Histte., being mad, wanting to hit someone,
I told a group discussion on controlling force,

n
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CHAPTER FOUR

psycho arsocial

Self-confidence

What am I able to do Learning Experiences: otablishing challenges for per-
and willing to try Ic fur

Games Si Sport
lumping for height

high jump standard
wand on cones, series = .hurdles

Jumping or distance
throwing for

speed
distance

Uracy
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16 king for
speed
accuracy
distain

Running for distance
1/41 l /., :IR I on a track
iss-( minify, variable distances

running for speed
'25-yard dash
hurdles

Running fast among others as still or moving obstac les

Rhythms & Ditn( e
)ante sttl

schottische
polka
tour M(;
buzz

Body Control & Gymnastics
Falling
Rolling indifferent shapes

straddle
curl
straight

Vaulting in different body shapes
Jumping on/off/over objects in different body shapes
Sliding/hanging on different body parts
Tasks: show your highest balance; a body shape with your

feet higher than head; a swing, jump and roll; a jump
with a turn and a roll

Children set out equipment to show self-confidence in
balancing
climbing
,jumping
swinging
hanging
falling

Focus: how willingly children try.

ro Teachers May Use These Activities

.)rructure the environment for climbing high, jumping from
and balancing at the different heights, with differing widths
and angles of inclination.
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!Will( I (Mt 11(111111111(1111 11111 Chi WWI) hilYV ntlYttr Soon
beforo.

,..his if tinyone needs help and hold out hand if they do,

Now Children 11 ay

lake teacher's hand.
Porsist at solving a piobleni.
Naomi astonishing ahlll and variations,
Put togc.ther novel arrangements of apparatus,
loin readily in group games/dances,
0i/waver solutions/answers,

NO I It k imperative that the te,.cher help the child find a
way 00 and off apparatus either by saying, "Put your foot
how" or by placing the child's foot in a secure place, Children
who are lifted on and off apparatth do not become confident,
competent decision makers, they must be helped to take
responsibility for their decisions and to learn what they can do
realistically and safely,
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Self.concept

I too, do I led Ahout
tityi4elf?

70

ExpetionColts 10101)14 pi
e; filar ing 10 Iry no,v one,4,

Camoi 144 Sport
Com 14$44 Itiow 01 14 ()motor 14,1111141h

No Ilk -hop

inn
1411,,I, 111'11

Variation
walk-hop ,v1111 turn
run-leap with c hange of (lit'( lion
jump about - hop roman!

Variations in kinds of balls to manipulate ,) ball
Korf, whiffle, frisbee
fool, soccer, 144/ground

Select partner and make up a game with the above equip.
meat

Rhythms & Dance
Show opposites

boldness-cringing
fearless-afraid
till(TVtiti-fdlitire
familiar-strange
good-bad
happy-sad

Create dance,
The MoVing Me

Ethnic dances of cek ,,,,n
"Oats, Peas, Bean.,'

Movements of city and country people

Body Control & Gymnastics
Beams of different heights and widths (1:, 2', 5')
Task: find ways of balancing on one body part, then

move to another on floor; put the sequence on a beam
Task: travel in a variety of ways on feet, hands and feet,

hands then feet; put on the trestle tree or ladder
Task: find spaces and equipment that allow traveling by

jumping, swinging, hanging, sliding

Focus: facial expressions.


